seP", Jjm on the w-dimensional unit cube Im , where the kernel k and right-hand side / are given r times differentiable functions. We permit stochastic numerical methods which can make use of function evaluations of k and / only. All Monte Carlo methods known to the authors for solving the above problem are of the order n~ '/2 , while the optimal deterministic methods yield rate n-r/(2m) ( tmls taking into account the given smoothness of the data. Here, n denotes the (average) number of function evaluations performed. The optimal algorithm we present combines deterministic and stochastic methods in an optimal way. It can be seen that both rates-the standard Monte Carlo rate for general continuous data and the deterministic rate for r-smooth data-multiply. This provides the smallest error that stochastic methods of given computational cost can achieve.
Introduction
The paper is concerned with the efficiency of Monte Carlo methods for the approximate solution of integral equations. We consider Fredholm integral equations of the second kind on the m-dimensional unit cube, i.e., (1) y(s)= [ k(s,t)y(t)dt + f(s), s£lm,
where Im = [0, 1 ]m . Here, k and / are given continuous functions on Im x Im and Im, respectively. Monte Carlo methods are usually applied to find functionals of solutions. To this end, fix a functional p £ C(Im)' which is a Radon measure on Im . Let us denote the duality between C(Im) and C(Im)' by ( , ). The problem we study can now be formulated as follows: Given k and / as above, compute (y, p), where y is the (unique) solution of (1) . Of special interest is the case p = ôSo, that is, we seek the value of y at s0, so£ Im fixed. Other cases of interest are p being the integral, weighted integral, etc.
We analyze the global behavior of Monte Carlo methods on classes of smooth data, more precisely, on sets of r times continuously differentiable kernels and right-hand sides. We determine the smallest possible error for stochastic methods of given computational cost. To obtain lower bounds, one has to formalize the notion of a Monte Carlo algorithm, which is done in the framework of information-based complexity theory [20] . The upper bounds are established by providing and analyzing a concrete algorithm.
The efficiency of Monte Carlo methods for integration and function approximation was studied in [3, 15, 16, 20] . Optimality and complexity of deterministic methods for Fredholm equations, considered over classes of kernels and right-hand sides, were analyzed in [6, 17, 18, 19, 11, 12] . There is also a vast literature on various stochastic methods for Fredholm integral equations (see [7, 9] and references therein). However, the rigorous mathematical investigation of the efficiency and complexity aspect of Monte Carlo methods is new, in particular the determination of optimal rates.
Our results, combined with those of Emelyanov and Hin [6] , also allow a certain comparison of deterministic and stochastic methods (which can, of course, only be a rough, heuristic one, owing to the different error criteria used). In this light the algorithm providing the best rate has some new features. The usual Monte Carlo methods yield the typical rate of M~x/2 for M trials and do not react to any smoothness of the data (see [7] ). Deterministic methods, in turn, do so, but yield only a dimension-dependent best rate of M~r/<-2m) (M the number of arithmetic operations performed; see [6] ). Our algorithm keeps both advantages, that is, respects smoothness and adds the Monte Carlo contribution, in this way giving the optimal rate of M~rl{-2m'>~xl2. This is achieved by suitably combining standard deterministic and stochastic methods. Thus, the algorithm we present might also be of computational interest.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we provide the necessary notions and formulate the main results. Proofs of the lower and upper bounds are given in § §3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 contains some discussion of models of computation, the computational cost of the concrete algorithm, and the relation to deterministic methods. Basic references for Monte Carlo methods are [7, 9] , and for information-based complexity, [20] .
The main result
First we introduce the classes of right-hand sides and kernels we shall consider. Let Crilm) and C(Im x 7m) be the spaces of r times continuously differentiable functions (that means-to avoid ambiguity-the restrictions of Cr-functions defined on some neighborhood of the respective domains).
Let || |fo denote the maximum norm on C(7m) and let || ||r be the norm on Cr(7m) defined by ||/||r = max||7)Vllo, \a\<r where a = (ax, ... , am) is a multi-index and Da stands for the respective partial derivative. The corresponding notation applies, of course, to Cr(7m xIm) = Cr(I2m).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Given constants a, ß > 0, 0 < 7 < 1, and r £ N, we denote 3T(a ,7) = {k£ C(lm x Im), \\k\\o <y, and ||fc||r < a] and^r (ß) = {f£Cr(Im), \\f\\r<ß}.
The symbol Id always denotes the identity operating in C(Im). Let Tk: C(Im) -» C(7m) denote the integral operator defined for k £ C(Im x Im) and / e C(7m) by (Ijk/)(5)= / k(s,t)f(t)dt.
Jim
The requirement ||/c||o < y implies ||Tj.||c(/'»)^c(/'") < 7 ■ From now on we suppose r, a, ß ,y to be fixed. Denote X = Xratßt7=Xr(a,y)xrr{ß).
Let finally p £ C(Im)' be fixed. Then the solution operator £": X -» R is the operator which maps the data (k, f) to the solution (y, /¿) of our problem, that is,
Note that the solution operator is nonlinear in k .
As a framework in which to study the numerical approximation of Sß we use the theory of information-based complexity of Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wozniakowski [20] .
Let ¿K^iX, R") be the class of all standard information operators from X to R" , that is, the class of mappings of the form N = (<5(i,,,,), <*(i2,i2) > • • • > s(s,,t,), àSM , ... ,ôSn), i.e., Nik,f):=ikisx,tx),...,kis,,ti),fis,+X),...,fisn)), where 0 < I < n and s,■, t¡ £ Im (i = I, ... ,n, j = I, ... ,1). We adopt the convention that J$(X, R°) = {0}, 0 the zero mapping. The quantity N(k, f) represents the information about the data (k, f), which we shall use in the computational process.
Given 7Y £ J^(X, R"), we denote by <P(/V, R) the class of all mappings tp: NiX) -» R. These mappings are called algorithms using information N. The number tpiNik, /)) represents the outcome of the computational process performed at the respective information. The class J?"iX, R) is formed by the composition of some information TV and algorithm <p :
JfniX, R) = {g> o N, tp £ Q(N, R), N £ JtfiX, R")} .
The elements of JfniX, R) are called (deterministic) methods-they symbolize the full computational process. Finally, JT(X,R):= (Jjtn(X,R) «6N constitutes the class of all methods using standard information of some finite cardinality. The elements of Jf(X, R) are denoted by u.
Our definition of a random method follows [20, p. 417 ] (compare also [15] ).
Define the following u-algebra:
Sr(X,R):=o({u£J?(X,R), uik,f)£A}, ik,f)£XandAcRa Borel set).
It follows that for every (k, f) £ X the mapping u -> u(k, f) is a real random variable on \Jf(X, R), 9"{X, R)].
Quite generally, we shall call any probability P on \Jf(X, R), &~iX, R)]
a Monte Carlo method. This way we have a large abstract class, containing, in particular, the standard Monte Carlo methods. Furthermore, the cardinality function card: JfiX, R)-»N is defined by card(w) = min{« eN, ne/"(I,R)}.
This function is possibly not measurable. Therefore, we define the MC-cardinality of a Monte Carlo method P via an upper integral
for all u and z is &~iX, R)-measurable > .
This quantity plays a crucial role, since it is closely tied to the computational cost of the method (see §5). By &>niX, R) we denote the class of all Monte Carlo methods with MC-cardinality < n . The error of a Monte Carlo method P for Sß at (fc, /) £ X is defined by
JjT(X,Wi and the error over the class X by emc(Sß,X,P)= sup emc(S,,(k,f),P).
The quantity we are interested in is the smallest error a Monte Carlo method of given cardinality can achieve:
e™{Sß, X) := mf{emc(Sß, X, P), P £ &n(X, R)}.
The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 1. For all r £ N, a, ß > P, and 0 < y < 1 there are constants 0 < c < C < oo such that we have for X = Xra ß
In particular, we get a general lower bound for all Monte Carlo methods using (on the average) not more than n values of the kernel and right-hand side. Since our estimate is sharp up to a constant factor, it also says that there is an abstract Monte Carlo method achieving this order of error. One may ask whether there are concrete, practicable algorithms with this property. This is indeed the case. Our proof of the upper bound consists in the description and analysis of such a Monte Carlo method. Theorem 1 also provides the basis of the complexity analysis. Let MC-comp(5//, X, e) denote the complexity of solving the problem Sß on X with error at most e (see §5 for a detailed discussion). Then we have Corollary 1. For all r £ N, a, ß > 0, and 0 < y < 1 there are constants 0 < c < C < oo and e0 > 0 such that we have for X = Xra ß 2m/{r+m)
For a comparison, the corresponding deterministic counterpart of Theorem 1 is of interest, which follows from the results of Emelyanov and Hin [6] (see §5 for more details). The deterministic rate is n~rl(2m) (and the corresponding complexity is (\)2mlr). So the optimal Monte Carlo rate is indeed the standard Monte Carlo rate n~xl2, improved by the rate of the optimal deterministic approximation, showing how to combine randomization and approximation in the most efficient way.
The lower bound
The proof of the lower bound in (3) of Theorem 1 is based on a technique developed by Bakhvalov [3] .
Let u be any discrete probability measure on X. Denote by Proof (compare [15, Lemma 2(ii)]). Let P be any Monte Carlo method with MC-cardinality MC-card(7>) < n . Given 0 < e < 1, let z: Jf(X, R) -> R be a measurable function such that z(u) > card(w), u £ Jf(X, R), and
Denote Z2n = {u £ J?(X,R), z(u) < 2n). Then Z2n c Ji2n(X, R) and Z2n is measurable. Using Chebyshev's inequality, we can conclude from (5) that P(Z2n) > (1 -e)/2. Moreover, using Fubini's theorem, we obtain sup / \Sßik,f)-uik,f)\dPiu)
With e -* 0 we arrive at er(Sß,X)>{e2n(Sß,X,u). D Thus, we have reduced the problem of Monte Carlo methods to an averagecase problem with deterministic methods of fixed cardinality. Moreover, to prove lower bounds, we can specify the functional p to be o = ôSo for some fixed s0 £ Im .
In fact we shall prove the lower bound for all such SSo. We can assume without loss of generality that 1/2 < Soi < 1, where so = (sox, ■■• , som) (otherwise we modify the subsequent constructions in an obvious way). The following lemma makes it easier to handle the error. Let X denote the integration functional on C(7W x Im), that is, Observe that for k e Se we have 6 + k e 5?r(a, y), Tj2 = 0, and k(s0, t) = 0 for all i £ Im . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Exploiting, moreover, k(so, t) = 0, i 6 Im , we see that
Given kernels A:., /^ € <^ , we conclude
77zere is a constant Cx > 0 such that for all n, q € N wiiÄ q > 2n and all choices of kernels kx, ... , kq £ 33 with mutually disjoint supports there is a discrete measure v on X such that That this is indeed a mapping into X follows from the definition of 6 and the assumptions on the k,. Let v be the image measure p • ip~x induced on I by (/-. Now we take any u £ Jf2niX, R) and represent it as u = <p-N, N£jQniX,R2n), (p£<S>iN,R),
Let A c {1, ... , q} be the set of those i for which the support of k¡ contains at least one of the pairs (si, fi),..., is¡, t¡). By assumption, the supports of the ki are disjoint, which implies card(vl) < 2n. Let B = {1, ... , q)\A. Then card(Ti) >q-2n and ki(Sj,tj) = 0 ii£B, 7 = 1,...,/), Let us denote gxioj)=e + J2e'(°))kl, (weQ), teA g2Ío))=J2eiico)ki (weQ).
ieß Thus, we have y/ico) = igxico) + g2Íco), ß) for all to £ Q. Observe that g\ +g2 and g\ -g2 have the same distribution and that, by construction, Nigx ico) + g2(co), ß) = N(gx (co) -g2(co), ß), weil.
Now we get STEFAN HEINRICH AND PETER MATHÉ
[ \Sa(k,f)-u(k,f)\duik,f) Jx = f \Saigxico) + g2ico), ß) -<p(N(gx(co) + g2(co), ß))\ dp(co) Ja = \ E / \SoiSi(03) + rg2(co),ß) -<p(N(gx(co) + Tg2(to),ß))\dp(co) >\j \Sa(gx(to) + g2(to),ß)-Sa(gx(o))-g2(to),ß)\dp(to) (6) >ße I \(g2(co),x)\dp(co) = ßd ¡ Ja. Ja^2 siioe)iki,X)dp(co)
where we used Lemma 2 to derive (6) and Khintchine's inequality with constant K2 (see [13, Chapter IV, §5]) to derive (7) 
It is easily seen that there are constants C2, C3 > 0 (independent of /) such that for (i, j) £ J*¡ x ^ we have (8) and (9) Finally, let
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use it follows that kL -})£3 § and that they are of mutually disjoint support. Moreover,
Note also that card(J^x^) = 4m-1/2m.
We can accomplish the proof of the lower bound as follows. For each « e N let /" be the unique natural number satisfying
Then /" < (2<2-w>/m + l)nx/^2mK Moreover, setting qn = 4m~1/2m, we get in -2/1 > i"/2. Now we apply Lemma 3 to q = q" and to the set {k!¡.,, i\,'Í)£jr\nxfl¿\. Combined with Lemma 1 this yields
which finishes the proof of the lower bound.
The upper bound-Variance reduction for Lipschitz estimators
Stochastic methods to solve Fredholm equations of the second kind are well known and used frequently (see [7, 9, 8] ). All known methods yield the typical Monte Carlo rate M~xl2 (for M trials), but do not respect the smoothness of the kernel and the right-hand side, respectively.
For the integration problem, among various techniques for variance reduction, the method of "separation of the main part" can be used to include smoothness properties of the integrand (see [7, 8] ). This section provides an application of these ideas to Fredholm equations of the second kind, more generally, to numerical problems which allow estimators satisfying some Lipschitz condition.
Precisely, let us introduce the following notion. Definition 1. Let (Y, d) be a metric space and ¡, = (Çx)xçy be a family of (realvalued) square integrable random variables on a probability space [Q, &, P].
The family Ç is said to be Lipschitz (in mean) if there is a constant C > 0 such that (E\Zx-Çy\2)x>2<Cd(x,y).
(The smallest constant C satisfying the above estimate is called the Lipschitz constant.)
Conditions of this type are well known in the theory of stochastic processes and are related to the path continuity (see [14, §35.3] ). The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition and contains the main idea of the variance-reduction technique. The Monte Carlo method suggested by the above lemma can be described as follows. Suppose we are given a Monte Carlo method P on ^(Y, R) for a solution operator 5". This method gives rise to a family £ of random variables on [^f(y, R), ^"(y, R), P] defined by (12) £,x(u) := u(x), x£ Y, u£jf(Y, R).
Further, if P is unbiased for 5, that means,
then we can apply the above lemma. Given x £ Y, we choose a good approximation v to x for which T(y) can be computed exactly. Knowing T(y), we can improve the approximation by averaging independent trials with Monte Carlo method P, each realization of which is applied both to x and y . This procedure is working whenever the family (^)xgy of random variables defined by (12) is Lipschitz in mean on an appropriate space (Y, d).
The Monte Carlo methods, applied to solve Fredholm equations of the second kind, are normally based on the use of absorbing Markov chains (see [7, 8, 9] ). For our purposes it can be seen that the Markov chain we shall employ has a very simple description. Let A £ Rm\Im be any element, the so-called absorbing state. Let D := Im U {A} be the state space, equipped with the Borel er-algebra 3.
Given there is a k with ^ = A, and T((Ar,)g1) = oo otherwise. It will be seen from Proposition 1 below that t is finite with probability 1. The Monte Carlo method will be defined using this Markov chain.
Given r £ N, a, ß, y, and X = Xra p as above, we introduce for technical reasons another space X0. To this end, fix y with y < y < 1 and ß with ß < ß < oo. Put Xo := XoCß ,y) = {ik,f), fee C(7W x 7") with ||fc||0 < y, f £C(Im) with \\f \\o <~ß), equipped with the metric d((k, /), (h, g)):= \\k -h% + \\f -g\\o ■ The space Xo contains X as a subset, and Sß can be extended to Xo in a natural way, since the defining equation (2) for Sß also applies to (k, f) £ Xo. We shall use the same notation Sß for the extended operator.
First we introduce and analyze the standard Monte Carlo method, based on this Markov chain (compare [7, 9] ). This will be done for elements of Xo . For this purpose we will specify p and the initial distribution p . Suppose we are going to approximate Sß for some p £ C'(Im). Since Sß is linear in p, and since each p can be decomposed into its positive and its negative part, it is easy to see that it is enough to find Monte Carlo methods based on probabilities p on Im . So, given a probability po on Im , we want to approximate Sß0. We choose the Markov chain (Xl)'¡Zl with initial distribution po and transition density p with y < p < 1, fixed from now on. The distribution of this chain is denoted by Po • For each (k, f) £ X0 we define a random variable Ç on the probability space [Q, &, Pq] in the following way: -f(Xx) iftiiXi)°Zl)=l, 
and it is sufficient to show that ^HX,)^ , k, f) is Lipschitz with constant C5 in the second and first arguments, separately. An application of ( 14) shows
<T^\\vd-Th>/Prl\\c(i»)-*c(i*>)\\f-g\\l £ \lii-P)t-r¥k~hh + ^(i-P)(P-y2)U-gĥ
which finishes the proof of assertion 3 and of the proposition. D So far, we assembled the facts about the standard Monte Carlo approach. Next we turn to the deterministic setting before we shall combine both to obtain the final, optimal Monte Carlo method. First recall a known fact from approximation theory (see, e.g., [5 Furthermore, ( 17) and ( 18) imply (23) sup||7J/||c(/».)^c(/"') <oo and (24) sup||Q/||c(/'»x/'»)-.c(/'»x/'») <o°-/ The following fact is well known (see, e,g., [6; 10, Chapter 16] ) and expresses the existence of deterministic methods of a certain approximation rate (in fact, the optimal rate for the worst-case setting). Given (k, f) £ X, and using both Proposition 2 and Proposition 3, we can find (h, g) £ Xo near (k, f) such that the solution R(h, g) can be given exactly. For this purpose, we define (26) w,ik, f) := ih,g) := (Q,k, ild-TQlk)P,v,(k, /)). 
Here we made use of (21), (22), (23), and (24), together with the fact that (Id-r*.)-1 is uniformly bounded on Cr(Im) for k £ Jf(a, y). Now we choose ¡2 in such a way that for / > /2 \\f-(ld-Tn)P,vl(k,f)\\o<~ß-ß, and put /0 = max{/!, l2}. It follows that for / > /0, the transformation w¡ maps X into X0 and (27) holds. The representation (28) is an immediate consequence of the definitions. G Let us put for (k, f) £ X0 (29) ül(k,f) = Sßo(wl(k,f)) = (P,vl(k,f),po).
We are now in a position to describe the Monte Carlo method providing the upper estimate in ( ,(k,f)) ). j=i
The components of uWm are defined by (29), Proposition 3, (26), and (13) . A look at these relations shows that uWu "uses" the following information:
Here, V, £ J^in\x, R?(/)2) is defined as Vl(k,f) = (k(tiJ,tjJ))fj=x Using Proposition 1, we can see that E<*((Ari)^1, wt(k, /)) = Sß0(wi(k, /)) = ü¡(k, f) and that the family iÇ(kj))(kj)£x0 is Lipschitz in mean with constant Cs. Inequalities (11) in Lemma 4 and (27) in Lemma 5 provide the estimate Hence, we assume that we have to pay for the information N (where each component of AT is supposed to cost c* ) and for the execution of the algorithm cp, both independent of (k,f) £ X. It follows that cost(w) > c*card(w).
We have to make one further assumption. Suppose we can produce a concrete "program" which uses the arithmetic operations +,-,*,/ and which computes tp £ 0(yV, R). To be more precise, suppose tp can be computed by a straight-line program as defined in [1, 11.2] . Then 6(tp) is assumed to be bounded from above by the number of steps executed by this program. For further details on models of computation and the respective cost functions, we refer to [1, 20] . To define the cost of a Monte Carlo method, it would be appropriate to average over the cost of the deterministic methods involved. However, we cannot guarantee the \SF(X, R), ^(R)]-measurability.
But since cost is positive, we can define the MC-cost of a Monte Carlo method P via an upper integral MC-cost(7>) := / cost(w) dP(u),
as done for the MC-cardinality in §2. The MC-complexity of the problem Sß on the class X of problem elements is defined by (31) MC-comp(Sß ,X,e):= inf{MC-cost(P), emc(Sß, X, P) < e}.
Remark. The given definition of MC-complexity of random methods does not express how hard it is to realize the random process necessary to find u £ Jf(X, R). This may be justified if we think of a precomputational process, which provides realizations of all random variables needed to choose u. In particular, we assume that we can sample from any given distribution, e.g., po, the initial distribution of Po (compare also the remark below). The above definition (31 ) of MC-comp^, X, e), together with the assumptions made on cost, immediately imply MC-comp^ ,X,e)>Cl3inf{MC-card(P), emc(Sß, X, P) < e} >CX3inf{n-l,eZ>c(Sß,X)<e}, proving the lower bound in (4) .
To prove the upper estimate, we analyze the given algorithm described in §4. Therefore, we shall briefly outline a verbal description of the stochastic method defined by (30). While the approximative aspects of this method have been handled there, we shall see below that all steps can be executed within the number of operations as claimed in Corollary 1.
First, we have to fix I £ N and put M := I2. Next, points (i,,/)?!',' in lm , a family i(p¡j)f=\ of continuous functions, and mappings P¡, Q¡ from Proposition 2 have to be chosen. Also, M realizations cox, ... , coM of the Markov chain (AT¡)/*Üi can be precomputed, resulting in corresponding sample points. Now, given (k, f) £ X , the following steps have to be performed: 1. Find v¡(k, f) according to Proposition 3 in all points (*<,/)'£! • To do this within the complexity bound, a multilevel method, as, e.g., proposed by Emelyanov and Hin [6] , is required. Thus, we are able to compute à/(/c, f) := iP,v,ik,f),po). The considerations below will prove that both steps above can be carried out.
Step 1 is the deterministic part of the algorithm, while Step 2 forms the stochastic part.
To proceed, we shall count the required arithmetic operations. A look at Step 1 shows that we have to compute ü¡ik, f). By (29) and (19) we have
where v stands for v¡ik,f).
Since po as well as the functions cp,j are known beforehand, the scalar products i<p,j,Po) can be precomputed. Moreover, it is known that there are CX4 > 0 and v¡ satisfying Proposition 3, for which the values v¡ik, /)(i,-,/) (i = 1, ... , i(/)) can be computed in Cm/2 arithmetic operations (see again [2, 6, 10] ).
We turn to the randomized part, Step 2. It requires the computation of M realizations of ¿((AT,-)??,, k, f) and ¿((AT,-)??,, w¡(k, /)), respectively. Suppose we are given a realization (jt,-)?f, of (A-,-)??, with length T = t((x,)°?,) . The representation (13) shows that the calculation of í((x,)g, ,k,f) needs no more than 2T arithmetic operations. To evaluate ¿((.x,-)9?,, w¡ik, /)), we need to know h = Q¡k at T -1 points and g = P¡v¡(k, f) -TQlkP¡vi(k, f) at another point. The representation (20) shows that the evaluation of Q¡k at T-l points requires the values of q>¡j(s) and <Pjj(t) at T-l points. Since any given point (s, t) meets only a constant number of supports (see [18] ), we only have to carry out a constant number of evaluations of f,¡ at 5 and <Pji at i. In concrete cases, the functions <p,j(s) and (Pjj(t) are piecewise polynomials of fixed degree, the pieces and the supports being sets of simple structure (see [5] ). So it is clear that the evaluation of <Pij(s) at one point is proportional to the degree, independent of /. This implies that the number of arithmetic operations needed to know Q¡k at T -1 points requires arithmetic operations proportional to T -1 .
The amount of work needed to evaluate g at one point i can be derived from the representation (26) given above, 9(1) 9 (1) g(t)= '¿2vi(tij)tpiJ(t)-Y^ kitjj, tj,i)viitkj)<Pijit){<Pjj, <pk<l) 1=1 i,j,k=l 9(1) ( 9(1) 1 = ÊW'<.')~ ¿2 kiti,i,tJj)vi(tkj)(tpJj,tpkj)\(puit).
1=1 { j,k=l J
The terms in braces can be computed once for all i. Since <p¡ ¡ are known functions, we can think of (cpjj, <pkj) as being given real numbers. The condition (18) imposed on <p¡ ¡ shows that the sum over j, k = I, ... , q(l), reduces to a sum over a number of summands proportional to q(l). Hence, the computation of the terms in braces for i = I, ... , q(l) requires a number of arithmetic operations proportional to q(l)2. Once this is done, the computation of g at any given point i requires only a constant number of operations, since the sum over i = 1, ... , q(l) above reduces to one of constant length. Summarizing the arguments given before, and having the representation (30) in mind, we see that the computation of a realization of uWM(k, f) with lengths Tx, ... , TM , respectively, requires a number of arithmetic operations bounded by a multiple of I2 + Y!f=x Ti + Q(l)2 + M, which is proportional to I2 + ¿¿, T,. Since we assumed that the algorithmic cost 8 can be estimated in this way, we obtain MC-cost(P/;M) = I cost(u) dPi t m(u)
-isl I2+ Y, J r(coJ)dP0M(com) Remark. Although the model of computation for Monte Carlo methods, introduced above, does not deal with the problem of realizing the random variables needed in the computational process, some hints seem to be useful. A different, but from the point of view of numerical simulation more convenient way to introduce (AT,-)ff, is as follows.
Let (Zi)^ be a sequence of independent random variables, each with uniform distribution on [0, 1 ] . Let x be the random natural number, defined as t = min{/, Z, > p), i.e., P(T = n)=pn~x(l -p), r>1.
Further, let (Y¡)°^2 De independent identically distributed with Py, = X, where X is the Lebesgue measure on 7m . Putting X[ = Xx distributed according to Po, and for / > 2 x, = {Yi ifl<T, ' 1 A if i > T , we can easily check that P(A")°? = P(X,)<? , thus providing the possibility of using a pseudo-random number generator for uniform distributions, readily available on most computers. It seems worthwhile to make some remarks on the deterministic case of the problem under consideration. Define the error of a deterministic method u £ Jf(X, R) by e(Sß,X,u):=sup{\Sß(k,f)-u(k,f)\, (k, f) £ X) and put en(Sß, X) := inf{e(Sß ,X,u), u£ Jfn(X, R)}. Then (32) cn-rl(2m) < sup en(Sß , X) < Cn-^2m). \\ß\\<i
This was proved by Emelyanov and Hin [6] . To draw the final conclusion, we see that for the optimal Monte Carlo method, both rates multiply-the standard Monte Carlo rate for general continuous data, n~x/2, and the deterministic rate for /--smooth data, «_r/(2m). Statements analogous to (32), and the conclusions above, hold also for the complexity.
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